April is an award-winning emergency management
consultant who helps clients to achieve intelligent and
practical preparation for major disasters.
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This Week:

April Kelcy

Earthquake Solutions

Earthquake Dollars and Sense
When it comes to earthquake safety far too many people just
don’t know what they don’t know. Unfortunately, there have
been fatalities in California earthquakes that were entirely
preventable. In some cases, merely having better knowledge
would have driven wiser decisions and perhaps prevented
tragedy. Being able to better analyze your situation during the
planning phase can become far more critical in a real disaster
than just knowing you need some supplies. April Kelcy will
share true stories and situations, as well as some new
developments, so that you will be better able to protect your
life, your loved ones, and your financial future.

She is a consultant to the Earthquake Country Alliance and
serves as a state-wide leader for the Great ShakeOut
project that last year had 55 million participants globally.
She provides services to FEMA, the Federal Executive
Boards of San Francisco and Los Angeles, California
Governor’s Offices of Emergency Services, the U.S.
Geological Survey, and a wide range of commercial and
residential clients.
With over three decades of advocacy in this field, April’s
work has resulted in actual saves of lives, businesses and
homes in past disasters.

Earlier this Week:

Kelly Kearns from Green Goddess
Coaching
Retired pro athlete and certified clinical nutritionist &
personal trainer - over 15 years’ experience assisting
patients recover, reverse and prevent autoimmune
disorders, cancer, obesity and heart diseases. Passion for
helping people live with vibrancy. Pursue passion with
longevity, adapt healthfully though life's challenges and
Age with grace ~

Located at:
HURST RANCH
1227 S. Orange Ave. West Covina, CA 91790
Come and enjoy great chili, food, beer, games, and family
fun!!! Tickets are only $25 .00 per person and include
food, drinks, and beer!!! We will also have games, raffles,
and music the whole family can enjoy.
For tickets or more information call 626-593-4225.

